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Abstract 

This paper deals with fixed·cycle and semi-vehicle-actuated traffic 

light queues which have general arrivals of various types and departure 

head ways depending upon positions.. It should be noted that this 

condition on departure headways is substantiated empirically_ Depend

ing upon the properties of arrivals, a necessary and sufficient condition 

or sufficient conditions are derived under which stationary queue 

length distributions exist. A stationary queue length distribution of 

the fixed-cycle traffic light queue with constant departure headways 

depending upon positions and stationary and independent arrivals is 

obtained. Finally, a queue of vehicles in front of a pedestrian cross

ing controlled by a traffic light with push-bottons for pedestrians is 

discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Many authors have investigated queues of vehicles at intersections 

controlled by traffic lights, or traffic light queues. Traffic lights are 

classified according to their functions into fixed-cycle, vehicle-actuated 

and semi-vehicle-actuated traffic lights. Fixed-cycle traffic light queues 

* The research of this author was partially supported by the Sakkokai Founda
tion, Tokyo. 
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146 Katsuhisa Ohno and Hisashi Mine 

with constant departure headways and binomial or Poisson arrivals 
were discussed by Beckmann, McGuire and Winsten [3], Webster [32], 
Haight [11], Newell [21], Buckley and Wheeler [5], Dunne [9] and 

others. Fixed·cycle traffic light queues with constant departure head
ways and stationary and independent arrivals were investigated by 

Miller [19], Newell [22], McNeil [17] and Siskind [28]. Darroch [61 

also discussed the fixed·cycle traffic light queue with constant depar

ture head ways and stationary and independent arrivals and derived 

a necessary and sufficient condition for a stationary queue length 

distribution to exist. Mine and Ohno [20], [25] discussed a fixed-cycle 

traffic light queue with generally distributed starting delays, independ

ent and identically distributed departure head ways and independent 

or dependent arrivals, and derived a necessary and sufficient condition 

for a stationary distribution to exist. Vehicle· actuated traffic light 

queues were discussed by Garwood [10], Darroch, Newell and Morris 

[7], Newell [23] and Newell and Osuna [24]. Semi-vehicle·actuated 

traffic light queues were investigated by Haight [11], Little [14] and 

Mine and Ohno [20], [25]. 

All authors mentioned above suppose that departure head ways of 

all vehicles except the first are constant or identically distributed. 

Ancker, Gafarian and Gray [1], however, analyzed data on departure 

headways of vehicles queueing up in a straight-through lane leading 

into a signalized intersection and showed that departure headways 
are mutually independent random variables with shifted Erlang density 

functions depending upon positions. In this paper, therefore, depar

ture headways are assumed to be mutually independent random vari

ables with general distribution functions depending upon positions 

(see Assumption 3 in Section 2). In Section 2, fixed-cycle traffic light 

queues are dealt with. For dependent arrivals, a sufficient condition 

for a stationary queue length distribution to exist is derived, and for 

independent arrivals, a necessary and sufficient condition is derived 

under which a stationary queue length distribution exists. In Section 
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TraRic Light Queues with Departure Headwags 147 

3, a fixed-cycle traffic light queue with constant departure headways 

depending upon positions and with stationary and independent arrivals 

is dealt with and its stationary queue length distribution is obtained. 

In Section 4, a semi-vehicle-actuated traffic light queue is dealt with 

and a sufficient condition for a stationary queue length distribution 

to exist is derived. As an example, a queue of vehicles in front of 

a pedestrian crossing controlled by a traffic light with detectors or 

push-buttons for arriving pedestrians is discussed. 

2. Fixed-Cycle Traffic Light Queue 

Consider a queue of vehicles in a straight-through lane of an 

approach to an intersection controlled by a fixed-cycle traffic light. 

The signal sequence of traffic lights is amber, red, and green in 

Japan, U.S.A. and some countries; while in U.K. it is amber, red, red 

and amber shown together, and green. Since the signal sequence 

varies thus with countries, in order to keep up generality, the time 

interval from the end of a green period to the beginning of the next 

green period is called the red period throughout this paper. To begin 

with, suppose that the following two natural assumptions are satisfied: 

1. One cycle of the traffic light controlling the queue is composed 

of one red period of fixed length r and one successive green period 

of fixed length g. 

Hence the cycle length of the traffic light is T( =r+g). It is to be 

noted that the green period is not the "effective green period" used 

popularly but the exact time interval during which the traffic light 

shows the signal "green". 

2. V ehicles which arrive in the green period and find the queue 

empty pass through the intersection without delay. 

This assumption means that once the queue becomes empty in the 

green period, it remains empty till the end of the green period. This 

fact is regarded as the most distinctive feature of the traffic light 

queue. 
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Let some vehicles wait in the queue at the end of the red period. 
As the traffic light turns green, the ith (i=I, 2, ... ) vehicle in the 

queue crosses the stop line at time ti (O<ti~g) from the beginning 

of the green period and passes through the intersection. The time 

interval tl is called the departure headway of position 1 or that of the 

first vehicle and the time interval between t i -l and ti (i=2, 3, ... ) is 

called the departure headway of position i or that of the ith vehicle. 

It should be noted that departure headways are defined only for 

vehicles that stop by the signal "red" or slow down owing to the 

existing queue. Ancker, Gafarian and Gray [1] collected data on 

departure headways of vehicles queueing up on a straight-through 

middle lane of a three-lane road into an intersection with no down

stream bottleneck, and analyzed carefully statistical properties of 

departure headways. Their results are that departure head ways are 

mutually independent random variables with shifted Erlang density 

functions depending upon positions and that departure headways of 

the positions from 2 on are almost surely (a.s.) greater than a positive 

number (see, Table 10 in [1]). Although many authors have investi

gated traffic light queues, almost all of them assume that departure 

head ways of the positions from 2 on are constant or, more generally" 

mutually independent and identically distributed random variables 

(m.i.i.d.r.v.s). Moreover in order to simplify analysis, they adopt the 

convention that the introduction of the terms "effectively red", 

"effectively green", and "lost time" or "starting delay" makes de

parture headways of all positions constant or m.i.i.d.r.v.s. The above 

results based upon experiment, however, show that this conventional 

assumption is not satisfied in the actual situation. This compels that 

the following assumption should be made on departure head ways : 

3. Departure headways are mutually independent random variables 

with distribution functions (d.f.s.) Fi depending upon position i and 

ones from some position on are a.s. greater than a positive number. 

This assumption is more general than both the conventional assump-
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tion and the above-mentioned results obtained empirically, and seems 

to be in the nature of departure headways. Since the terms "effec

tively red", "effectively green" and "lost time" are not employed in 

this paper, as remarked in Assumption 1, it is essential to make some 

assumption on the effect of the amber period in the red period; note 

that" not-green" is called red in this paper. Suppose that: 

4. If the queue is not empty at the end of the green period, the 

vehicle at tbe head of the queue passes through the intersection 

with probability p (OS;pS;l) and stops with probability I-p. 

This assumption may be a first approximation of what actually 

happens. 

Let the nth cycle of the traffic light begin at time nT and finish 

at time (n+l)T, where n=O, 1, 2, .... Denote by Sni the departure 

headway of position i (i= 1, 2, ... ) in the nth cycle. Assumption 3 

implies that the random variables S"i (n=O, 1, 2, "', i=l, 2, ... ) are 

mutually independent and, for fixed i, S"i (n=O, 1, 2, ... ) are identically 

distributed with d.f. Fi • Put s"o=O a.s. for n=O, 1,2, ... and define 

the saturation flow In 01 the nth green period as 
k 

( 1 ) In= sup {k; L. SniS;g}. 
i=O 

Assumption 3 implies that the saturation flows In are m.i.i.d.r.v.s and 

for a sufficiently large finite number K, 

(2) I .. <K a.s. 

Define the random time tnm (m=O, 1,2, ... ) as 

tn'11/,= inf {r+ ~ Sni, T}. 
i=O 

Obviously, t .. o=r and tnm=T for m=ln+1, 1 .. +2, For m=l, 2, 
.. " In, the random variable t_ represents the time at which the mth 

vehicle crosses the stop line during the nth green period, if this 

vehicle is in the queue. Assumption 3 implies that for fixed m, tnm 

(n=O, 1, 2, ... ) are mutually independent and identically distributed 

(m.i.i.d.) and that for a nonnegative integer k, the k-dimensional 
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random vectors (tnl, tn2, "', t",,) conditioned by the events {In = k} 

are also m.i.i.d. Let Xn(t) denote the number of vehicles in the 

straight-through lane arriving at the intersection in the time interval 

of length t from the beginning of the nth cycle, i.e. the time interval 

(nT, nT+t]. Define Ynm (m=O, 1,2, ... ) as follows: 

(3) Yno =Xn(tno) =xn(r) 

and for m=l, 2, ''', 

( 4 ) Ynm=.rn(tnm)-Xn(tnm-l). 

These random variables Yno, Ynm (m=l, 2, "', In) and Ynl,,+l represent 

the numbers of vehicles arriving at the intersection in the nth red 

period, in the departure headway of position m and in the remaining 

green period (tnln' T], respectively_ 

Denote by Ln (n=O, 1, 2, .. -) the queue length at the beginning 

of the nth cycle and by N nm (m=O, 1, 2, ... ) the queue length im

mediately after the random time tnm • Then from Assumptions 1 and 

2 it follows that 

(5) Nno=Ln+Yno 

and for m=l, 2, "', In, 

(6) Nnm=Nnm-l+Ynm-1, if Nnm-l>O, 

=0, otherwise_ 

Let {en; n=O, 1, 2, ... } be a sequence of mutually independent random 

variables which take value ° with probability (l-p) and value 1 with 

probability p. That is, {en} is the result of a sequence of Bernoulli 

trials in Assumption 4. Therefore by Assumptions 1 and 2 and (2), 

(7) Ln+1=Nnl,,+I=Nnl,,+Ynl,,+l-en, if N"I" > 0, 

=0, otherwise. 

Combination of Equations (5) through (7) leads to the following ex

pression: 
110+ 1 

Ln+l=Ln+ ~ Ynm-en- In, 
m=O 

if min {Nno, N",l, 

=0, otherwise. 
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Therefore on account of (3) and (4), the recurrence relation between 

L" and Ln+1 (n=O, 1,2, ... ) holds as follows: 

(8) Ln+l=Ln+xn(T)-en-f,,,, 

if Ln+ min { min {Xn(tnm)-m}, xn(T)-e",- f,,,}>0, 
O~m~;f n 

=0, otherwise. 

Now define random variables Uro and Vn (n =0, 1, 2, ... ) as 

(9) Un=xn(T)-ero- In 

and 

(10) Vro= min { min {Xn(tnm)-m}, Xn(T)-en- In}. 
05;m5;f n 

It is clear by these definitions and ~2) that 

(11) u .. ?c.v .. a.s. 

and 

(12) vn?c.-Ka.s. 

Hence Relation (8) reduces to the following general model: for n =0, 

1,2, "., 

(13) L n+1=Ln+un, if Ln+v,.>O, 

=0, otherwise, 

where Un and Vn satisfy (11) and (12). This model in which Uro and Vn 

satisfy (11) is a generalization of the CI/C/l queueing process discussed 

by Lindley [13] and Loynes [16] and has been investigated in [20] and 

[25]. Let E{·} denote the expectation of '. Some of the results 

obtained in [20] and [25] can be summarized as: 

Lemma 1. Suppose that {(Uro, Vn); n=O, 1, 2, ... } is strictly stationary 

and {Un} obeys the strong law of large numbers and that Un and Vn 

satisfy (11). If E{un}<O, then the d.f. of Ln defined iteratively by 

(13) converges to a unique honest d.f. independent of any initial dis

tribution of Lo, as n tends to infinity. In particular, if random vectors 

(Un, Vn) are m.i.i.d and Un and Vn satisfy (12) and if 

(14) Pr {Vn>O} >0, 

then E{un}<O is also a necessary condition under which the d.f. of 

Ln converges to a unique honest d.f. independent of any initial dis-
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tribution of Lo, as n tends to infinity. 

Stochastic properties of the arrival processes in the nth cycle, 

Xn(t) (O<t~ T) are left unspecified as yet. Vehicles arriving at the 

intersection during the nth red period have to wait until the begin

ning of the nth green period at the shortest. Therefore it suffices 

for the following analysis of this section to specify stochastic proper

ties of the arrival process in the nth green period Xn(t) (r::;,t~ T). In 

this paper, the sequence of arrival processes in green periods {Xn(t) 

(r~t~ T); n=O, 1, 2, ... } is called strictly stationary, if for arbitrary 

nonnegative integers k n (n=O, 1, 2, ... ) and arbitrarily fixed Tni (n= 

0, 1, "', i=l, 2, "', kn) such that r~T"'I~'" ~Tnkn~ T, the sequence 

of random vectors {(xn(r) , Xn(Tnl) , "', Xn(Tnkn) , xn(T»} is strictly 

stationary. This means that for l<m<··· <n, any nonnegative 

integer h and arbitrary sets A, E, C, 

Pr{(xl(r), xl(m), "', xl(nk,), xl(T»EA, (xm(r) , Xm(Tml), 

"', Xm(Tmkm), xm(T» E E, "', (x,,(r), X,,(Tnl), "', 

X"(Tn,,,,), x,,(T» E C} 

=Pr {(x/+It(r), Xl+It(Tll) , "', Xl+It(Tlkl), xl+It(T» EA, 

(xm+n(r) , Xm+It(Tml) , "', Xm+It(Tmkm), xm(T» E E, 

(x"'+n(r), X,,+n(Tnl) , "', Xn+n(7:nkn), x,,+It(T» E C}. 
To begin with, suppose that the arrival processes in green periods 

satisfy the following assumption: 

A. The sequence of arrival processes in green periods {x,,(t) (r~t~ T); 

n=O, 1,2, ... } is strictly stationary and independent of departure 

headways. In particular, {x,,(T)} is ergodic or metrically transitive 

(see Doob [8], page 457) and E{xn(T)}=).T<oo. 

This assumption appears to be quite reasonable and practical. Since 

x",(t) (r~t~ T) are independent of random vectors Un, tnl, "', tnfn) , 

it follows from (10) that for any integer k, 

(15) Pr {v,,:=k}= 2J Pr {en=i} (Pr {m in {xn(r), Xn(Tnl)-l, 
i, j J 

X,,(TnJ)- j, x .. (T)-i- j}=k}d,P{jn=j, t"I~7: .. 1, 
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"', tn}::;;",,}}. 

Assumptions 3 and 4 imply that the random vectors Cl'" f"l; "', f"I,,) 

are m.i.i.d. and so are random variables en. Consequently, on account 

of Assumption A, the sequence of random vectors {(Un, v .. )} defined 

by (9) and (10) is strictly stationary. Moreover, {Un} obeys the strong 

law of large numbers, because In and e .. are m.i.i.d. and {x,,(T)} is 

ergodic (Doob [8], page 465). Hence the queue length L .. at the 

beginning of the nth cycle satisfies Model (13) in which {(Un, Vn)} is 

strictly stationary, {Un} obeys the strong law of large numbers, and 

Un and v .. satisfy (11). 

Denote by A*B the convolution of a d.f. A with a d.f. B. Clearly, 

by Assumption 3, 
00 

(16) H(g)==.E{fn}= 2: F1*·· ·*Fi(g), 
i==l 

where H(·) is the renewal function of the renewal sequence {S"i; 

i=l, 2, ... } (see, Smith [30]). Therefore by Assumptions 4 and A, 

E{un}=),T-H(g)-p. 

This equation and Lemma 1 lead immediately to a sufficient condition 

under which the distribution of the queue length Ln at the beginning 

of the nth cycle converges to a unique stationary distribution inde

pendent of any initial distribution of Lo, as n tends to infinity. It is 

clear that if the queue length at the beginning of each cycle has a 

stationary distribution, then the queue length at an arbitrarily fixed 

time from the beginning of each cycle has a stationary distribution, 

too. This consequence is said briefly that the traffic light queue has 

a stationary distribution. 

Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumptions 1 through 4 and A are satisfied. 

The fixed-cycle traffic light queue has a unique stationary distribution 

independent of any initial distribution, if 

(17) ),T<H(g)+p, 

where H(g) is given by (16). 

Suppose temporarily that the conventional assumption on departure 
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headways is satisfied; that is, for d.f. L and mean I of starting delays, 

Sn1 is distributed with d.f. L*F with mean (l+m) and for i=2, 3, "', 

s,,! is distributed with d.f. F with mean m. Then, according to Smith 

[29), 

(18) H(g)=(g-l+ E(r.»/m-l, 

where r. is the residual useful life, that is, the remaining departure 

headway of the vehicle served at the end of the green period. Thus, 

(17) can be rewritten as 

(19) J.mT<g-I+{E(r.)-(I-p)m}. 

This condition agrees in substance with the result obtained in [25], 

in which the total remaining departure headway of vehicles in the 

queue is dealt with and the "preemptive resume" service discipline 

is assumed instead of Assumption 4. Because if the vehicle at the 

head of the queue fails to stop for the amber signal and passes through 

the intersection, then r. is thought of as effectively green, and if it 

stops, then (s.£-r.) is thought of as effectively red; consequently, the 

mean effective green time is 

g+pE(r.)-{I+(I-p) (m-E(r.»}. 

That is, the right member of (19) is equal to the mean effective green 

time. 

In the above, the sufficient condition for the fixed-cycle traffic 

light queue to have a stationary distribution has been obtained under 

the assumption that the arrival processes in green periods are per

mitted to be dependent. In the sequel of this section, the arrival 

processes in green periods are restricted in order to derive a neces

sary and sufficient condition under which a stationary distribution 

exists. Arrival processes in green periods Xn(t) (r~t~ T) are called 

mutually independent, if for arbitrary integers kn and sequences {Tn£; 

i=I,2, "', k,,} such that r~T"l~"'~T"kn~T, random vectors (x",(r) , 

X,,(Tn1), "', Xn(Tnk,,) , xn(T» are mutually independent. Moreover, 

arrival processes in green periods are called identically distributed, if 

for any integer k and sequence {Tt; i=I,2, "', k} such that r~n~ 
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••• :::;;'2:10:::;; T, random vectors (x",(r), x,,(n), "', X .. ('2:k), x",(T» are identi

cally distributed. Suppose that the arrival processes in green periods 

satisfy the following assumption instead of Assumption A: 

B. The arrival processes in green periods x.,.(t) (r:::;;t:::;; T) are m.i.i.d. 

with E{x",(T)}=)'T«oo) and independent of departure headways. 

This assumption requires none of stationarity, absence of after-effects 

and orderliness of the stream of vehicles arriving at the intersection 

(see Khintchine [12]). Conversely, if the stream of arriving vehicles 

is a stationary one without after-effects and has finite intensity .:t, the 

arrival processes in green periods satisfy Assumption B. Thus, As

sumption B seems to be still reasonable. Since the random vectors 

C/ .. , f"'l, "', t"'f",) are m.i.i.d. and so are random variables e"" it 

follows from (15) and Assumption B that the random vectors (u"" v .. ) 

are m.i.i.d. Hence the queue length L.,. satisfies Model (13) in which 

the random vectors (u"" v .. ) are m.ij.d. and u'" and v", satisfy (11) and 

(12). In a similar way to Theorem 1, Lemma 1 leads directly to a 

necessary and sufficient condition under which the fixed-cycle traffic 

light queue has a stationary distribution. 

Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumptions 1 through 4, B and Condition 

(14) are satisfied. The fixed-cycle traffic light queue has a unique 

stationary distribution independent of any initial distribution, if and 

only if 

(20) .:tT<H(g)+p, 

where H(g) is given by (16). 

Since by (10) 

V"'= min{x",(r), Xn(tnl)-I, "', Xn(t"'f.,.)- /"" xn(T)-en- /"'}' 

Condition (14) is not satisfied for a very light traffic such that xn(T) 

:::;;e .. + /n a.s. For the stationary stream without after-effects of arriv

ing vehicles, however, Condition (14) is satisfied unless intensity). 

vanishes. Condition (14)' is not satisfied also for an artificially con

trolled traffic which guarantees X",(I')=O a.s.; for instance, the ideal 

synchronization of sequential traffic: lights may assure Xn(r)=O a.s. 
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This, however, is hindered by the variation of vehicles' velocities and 

incoming streams from upstream minor road. Thus Condition (14) is 

satisfied for a usual intersection controlled by a traffic light. Suppose 

that the conventional assumption on departure headways is satisfied. 

Then, in much the same way as the remark following Theorem 1, 

Condition (20) reduces to the form of (18). Moreover, Condition (18) 

with p substituted by one includes Darroch's condition [6] as a simple 

case. 

3. Stationary Qu.eue Length Distribu.tion 

In this section, a fixed-cycle traffic light queue with regular depar

ture head ways depending upon positions is dealt with and its station

ary queue length distribution is derived in a familiar way used by 

Bailey [2], Newell [21], Darroch [6] and others. Suppose that Assump

tions 1, 2 and 4 are satisfied and that a departure headway of position 

i (i = 1, 2, ... ) is a constant positive number Si. Clearly Assumption 

3 is satisfied. It can be assumed without loss of generality that SI <g. 

By (1), the saturation flow j,,, of the nth green period is a constant 
M M+l 

positive integer M such that 22 Si:'S,g< 22 Si. For convenience of 
i=l i=l 

notations, put 
M 

(21) SM+I=g- 22 Si. 
i=l 

Suppose that the stream of vehicles in the straight-through lane ar

riving at the intersection is a stationary one without after-effects and 

has a finite and positive intensity Aa, that is, a compound Poisson 

process with the mean number A of jumps in unit time and with the 

mean height a of the individual jump. This assumption implies that 

Assumption B is satisfied and x".(t) (r:'S,t:'S, T) has a probability gener

ating function (p.g.f.) in the following form (see Khintchine [12], page 

34): for a complex variable z, 

(22) exp Ot(1j(z)-l)} , 

where 1j(z) is an arbitrary p.g.f. given by 
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00 

(23) r;(z) = 2:: pJcZ" 
k=l 

and 

(24) a=r;'(I)<oo. 

It is assumed that 

(25) P1>O 

and that for a sufficiently small positive number 0, the radius of con· 

vergence of r;(z) is greater than (1+0), that is, 

(26) lim sup pl'k<I/(I+o). 
k~oo 

For instance, the Borel·Tanner distribution Pk (k=l, 2, ... ) (see Miller 

[18]) given by 

Pk= kk-1r,.....1e-TlGlk! 

satisfies (25) and (26) for positive parameter r excluding the neighbour

hood of 1, because the p.g.f. of this distribution has the radius of 

convergence er- 1/r. Moreover suppose that for the positive probability 

P in Assumption 4, 

(27) J.aT<M+p. 

Then it follows from Theorem 2 that the distribution of the queue 

length L" converges to a unique stationary distribution, as n tends to 

infinity. 

Let ~(z) be the p.g.f. of the random variable (I-en), that is, 

(28) ~(z)=p+qz, 

where q=l-p and O<p~1. Denote by in(z) , Nnm(z) and Ynm(Z) the 

p.g.f.s. for L n , N nm and Ynm (n=O, 1., 2, "', m=l, 2, "', M+I), re

spectively. Then from (5) through (7) it follows that 

Nno(z)=i..(z). Yno(Z) , 

for m=l, 2, "', M, 

- Ynm(Z) - (Ynm(z») -Nnm(z)=-z-Nnm-1(Z) -- 1.--
z
- Nnm-1(O). 

and 
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Therefore 

(29) L.+l(Z)=~(Z)Y",o(z)(lf Ynm(Z) ) Lr,(z)+ (1- ~(Z)YnM+l(Z») 
m=l Z Z 

x N .. M(O)+e(z) ~l(I Ynm+l(Z) ) (If y".;CZ») 
m=O Z j=m+2 Z 

x Nnm(O) . 

Since from Theorem 2, as n tends to infinity, fn(z) and Nnm(z) (m= 

0, 1, ... , M) converge to the p.g.f.s. for the stationary distributions, 

say fez) and Nm(z) (m=O, 1, ... , M), letting n tend to infinity in (29) 

yields 
M+l _ _ 

(30) (ZM+1_';(Z) TT Ym(Z»L(z)=(zM+l_zM~(z)YM+l(Z»NM(O) 
m=O 

+~(Z)~: (Z-Ym+l(Z» CjJ:2 Y;CZ»)z7nNm(O), 

where by (3), (4), (21) and (22), 

(31) Yo(z)=Yno(z)=exp (Ar(l'}(z)-I)} 

and for m=I, 2, ... , M+I, 

(32) Ym(Z)==Ynm(Z)= exp (Asm(l'}(z)-I)}. 

Put J(z) and Ym(Z) (m=O, 1, "', M) as follows and rewrite them by 

use of (21), (28), (31) and (32): 

M+l 
(33) J(Z)=ZM+l_~(Z) TT Ym(Z)=ZM+l_(p+qz) exp (AT(l'}(z)-I)}, 

m=O 

for m=O, 1, "', M-I, 

( 

M+l ) 
Ym(z)=.:z7ne(z) (Z-Ym+1(Z» TT Yj(z) 

j=m+2 
(34) 

= z7n(p+qz) [z- exp (Asm+l(l'}(z)-I)}] 

and 
(35) YM(Z)=ZM+1_ZM~(Z)YM+l(Z)=ZM+l_ZM(p+qZ) 

x exp (ASM+l(l'}(z)-I)}. 

Then Equation (30) reduces to 
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_ M _ 

(36) L(z)= ~ gm(Z)Nm(O)If(z) . 
m=O 

It should be noted that fez) in (36) contains unknowns Nm(O). These 

unknowns can be determined by a system of linear equations in the 

sequel. 

Since fez) is a p.g.f., it is analytic inside the unit circle and by 

Abel's theorem, lim f(z)=1. Therefore, by (24) and (33) through (36), 
z-l-O 

_ M-l _ 

(37) M+p-AaT=(p-AasM+l)NM(OH ~ (l-AaSm+l)N ... (O). 
m=O 

Moreover the numerator of (36) must have the same zeros inside the 

unit circle as the denominator fez). The following lemma follows 
directly from Rouche's theorem (see, for example, Titchmarsh [31], 

page 116): 

Lemma 2. Suppose that Assumptions (25) through (27) are satisfied. 

Then the denominator fez) has (M + 1) distinct zeros, say, Zl, Z2, 

ZM+l on and inside the unit circle, where Zl = 1 and for k =2, 3, "', 

M+1, O<lz~:I<1. 

From this lemma and (36) it follows that for k=2, 3, "', M+1, 
M _ 

(38) ~ gm(zlc)Nm(O) =0 . 
m==O 

Define an (M+1)x(M+1) matrix A=(akl) and (M+1) dimensional 

vectors X=(XI) and b=(bl) as follows: 

al!=l-Aasl for 1=1,2, "', M, alM+l=p-AasM+l, 

akl=g!-l(ZIc) for 1:=!1, 2, "', M+1 and k=2, 3, "', M+1, 

xl=NI-l(O) for 1=1,2, "', M+l, bl=M+p-AaT and 

bl=O for 1=2,3, "', lVI+1. 

Then the system of (M+1) linear equations (37) and (38) can be re

written in the matrix form: 

Ax=b. 

This system of linear equations must have a unique solution and the 

matrix A is nonsingular, since from Theorem 2, fez) is unique. There-
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fore, for m=O, 1, "', M, 

(39) Nm(O)=(M+p-AaT)Alm+I/IAI, 

where AIm+! is the cofactor of the element aIm+! . Hence combination 

of Equations (36) and (39) leads to 
_ M 

(40) L(z)=(M+p-AaT) 2.j Alm+lgm(z)/ClAI/(z». 
m=O 

If SI=S2='" =SM+I and p=l, then this p.g.f. will agree with the 
Darroch's result [6], although he made less practical assumptions con

cerning on (22) and (23) than Assumptions (25) and (26). 

Differentiating (40) yields 

(41) 1'(1):= {(M+p-AaT) ~o Alm+!g:':(l)-1 A 1/"(1)} /(2 lA 1/'(1»-

While by (33) through (35), 

(42) 1'(l)==M+p-AaT, 

(43) 1"(1)=M(M+1)-AT(2qa+ATa2+t9), 

for m=O, 1, "', M·-1 

( 
M+I ) 

g:':(1)==2(1-Aasm+!) m+q+Aa 2.j Sj -ASm+!(ASm+W2+t9) 
j=m+2 

(44) 

and 

(45) g~(1):=2(1-AaSM+I) CM +q)-2(M + 1)q-ASM+I(AsM+la2 + t9), 

where t9=1)"(1). Therefore from (41) through (45) it follows that the 

expectation of the stationary queue length at the beginning of the 

cycle, E{L} is given by: 

E{L} = [~: Alm{(l-AaSm) (m-p)-ASm(ASma2 +t9)/2} 
t 

+ ~l Aa(l-Aasm)Alm j~:l sj-q(M + l)AIM+I J/I A I 
-{M(M+1)+AT(2qa+ATa2+t9)}/2(M+p-AaT). 

Let us be concerned with the expected delay per vehicle in a station

ary state, say E{ W}. Denote by N(t) the queue length at time t 

from the beginning of the cycle in a stationary state. Then 

(46) E{W}=Eg: N(t)dt} /(AaT). 
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While by Fubini theorem (see Loeve [15], page 136), 

(47) E {~: N(t)dt} =~: EN(t)dt+ ~: ~:::-1 EN(t)dt 
jf+l __ _ 

=rE{L}+).ar2/2+ 2J {smN~_1(1)+).as~(I-Nm-I(O»/2}. 
m=l 

Moreover, 

N~(I)=E{L}+).ar 

and for m=l, 2, "', M, 
_ M _ 

N~(I)=E{L}+ Aar- 2J(1- Nj-lCO»(1- AaSj). 
j~l 

Consequently from (39), (46) and (47), 

E{W}=E{L}f().a)+(M+p-).aT)[~1 AIm 

161 

( ,1[+1 } JI X ~(I-).aSm) 2J sj-i!as~,J2 -).as~f+lAIM+d2 ).aTIAI 
l j~m+1 

( , ][+1 \ 1 } I· lf 
M+l 

+ t g + (r2+ 1~1 S~) 2 T - 1~1 (1-).aSm) j~+l sjf().aT). 

In the above, arrivals are assumed to be stationary. Now suppose 

that arrivals are nonstationary; that is, the p.g.f. of Xn(t) is assumed 

to be exp {A(t) (7J(z)-I)}, instead of (22). For these generalized arrivals, 

fez), E{L} and E{w} can be obtained by much the same way as in 

the above. 

4. Semi-Vehicle-Actuated Traffic Light Queue 

Consider a queue of vehicles in a straight-through lane of a major 

road leading into an intersection controlled by a semi-vehicle-actuated 

traffic light with detectors on a minor road. Denote by rn, gn and Tn 

(n=O, 1, 2, ... ) the lengths of the nth red period, the nth green period 

and the nth cycle, respectively. Stochastic properties of these random 

variables are determined by the control algorithm of the traffic light 

in front of the queue, stochastic properties of the stream of vehicles 

arriving at the intersection along the minor road, those of their 

departure headways, and so on. What controls the queue, however, 
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is not these many factors but random variables r,. and g,.. Therefore, 

in order to maintain generality of the following analysis, suppose that: 

1'. The sequence of positive random vectors {(r .. , g",); n=O, 1, 2, ... } 

is strictly stationary and ergodic, and E(r",)=r<oo and E(g",)=g<oo. 

Consequently T", have finite mean T( =r+g). Moreover suppose that 

Assumptions 2 through 4 in Section 2 are satisfied and that departure 

head ways are independent of rn and gn. Let the Oth cycle begin at 

time zero. Denote by x(t) (t>O) the number of vehicles in the straight

through lane of the major road arriving at the intersection in time 

interval (0, t]. This process is called the arrival process on the major 

road in this section. Because the arrival processes in green periods 

used in the preceding sections are directly affected by random vari

ables r" and gn. Put x/c=x(k+1)-x(k) for k=O, 1, 2, Suppose 

that 

C. The arrival process on the major road x(t) (t>O) is a stationary 

stream with finite intensity A and independent of {(r .. , gn)} and 

departure headways. In particular, the sequence {x,,; k=O, 1, 2, 

... } is ergodic. 

Define the saturation flow In (n=O, 1, 2, ... ) and the random time tnm 

(m=O, 1, 2, ... ) as 

(48) In= sup {k: tu snc::;;gn} 

and 

(49) tnm= inf {rn + ~ S"i, Tn}. 
By Assumptions l' and 3, the sequence of saturation flows In is strictly 

stationary. Besides, by (48), for arbitrary integers mi, k i (i=l, 2, 

io), and nj, lj (j = 1, 2, ... , jo), 

1 n-1 

lim-- ~ Pr {Imt=kt , Inj+,,=lj, i=l, ... , io, j=l, ... , jo} 
n_oo n h=O 

=lim.!.n~(PrJsupJk; ±smtr~xi}=ki' i=l, ... ,io} 
n_oo n h=O J l l r=O 
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xpr{sup{k; ~ sn}'"~Yj} =[j, j=I, "', jo} 
xdP{g"'i~xi, gnjH~Y'j, i=I, "', io, j=I, "', jo}. 
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Since according to the necessary and sufficient condition for ergodicity 

(see Billingsley [4], page 17), 

I, 1 n~ P { '1' . 1 . } Im-.LJ r g"'i~Xi, g"jH~Y;' t= , "', to, J= , "', Jo 
n-+oo n h=O 

=Pr{g"'i~xi' i=I, "', io}Pr{gnj~Y;' j=I, "', jo}, 

it follows from Helly-Bray theorem (see Loeve [15], page 182) that 

lim..!..'~ Pr {Imi=ki, f"j+1<=[;' i=I, "', io, j=I, "', jo} 
n_oo n h=O 

=Pr {/"'i=ki, i=I, "', io}Pr{/ .. j=l;, j=I, "', jo}. 

That is, {I,.; n=O, 1, 2, ... } is ergodic, and obeys the strong law of 

large numbers (see, Doob [8], page 465). Note that I .. does not satisfy 

(2). Clearly, by (49), 

(50) X,,(t""')=xC~ Ti +t"",) -x(~ Ti). 

In the same way as in (8), it follows from 1', 2 and 4 that the follow

ing recurrence relation between L", and L .. +1 (n =0, 1, 2, ... ) holds: 

(51) L .. +1=L .. +x,,(T .. )-e,.- t .. , 

if L .. +inf { inf {X,.(t,.m)-m}, xn(T .. )-e .. - I'll} >0, 
OSmSf n 

=0, otherwise. 

Put for n=O, 1, 2, "', 

(52) un=xn(Tn)-en- fro 

and 

(53) V,,= inf { inf {x .. (t .. ",)-m}, x .. (Tn)-e,.- I). 
OSmSf n J 

Then, Un and v,. satisfy (11), and not (12). For arbitrary integers nj 

and kj (j = 1, "', jo), by (50) and (53), 

Pr{v .. j=kj, j=I, "', jo}=Pr{inf{ inf {x,,/t";m)-m}, 
osmsf nJ 
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X,,/TnJ)-enj-I"J} =kj, j=l, ... , jo} 

= ~pr {inf { inf {x (nfi1 (Yji+Oi)+tnp ) _x(nfi1 Yji+Oi) -m l, 
o-.::;.m5.fnj 1.=0 t=o) 

X(~Yji+Oi) _XC~1 Yji+Oi) -enj- InJ} =kj, 

j=l, ... , jOIYiS::Yji, giS::Oi, i=O, 1, ... , n)o} 
xdP{riS::Yji, giS::Oi, i=O, 1, ... , nJo}. 

Consequently from Assumptions 1', 3, 4 and C, for any positive integer 

h, 
Pr {vnj=kj, j=l, ... , jo}=Pr{vnj+h=kj, j=l, ... , jo}. 

In a similar way it can be shown that {(Un, v,,)} is strictly stationary. 

Since {en} and {In} obey the strong law of large numbers, it suffices 

to prove that {x,,(T,,)} obeys this law, in order to prove {u,,} obeys 

the law. Let y,,= ['~ Ti J. where [.] means the maximal integer not 

exceeding·. By Assumption 1', ~~~ Ynln=~~C~ Ti+(yn-~ Ti)}! 

n=E(Ti)=T a.s. Therefore by Assumption C and (50), 

=lim-"-·- ~ Xk+- x ~ Ti -x(y,,) y 1 Yn-1 
1 ((n-1) ) 

n~= n y" k=O n i=O 
=).T=E{x,,(Tn)} a.s. 

Hence from (51) through (54) it follows that the queue length L" at 

the beginning of the nth cycle satisfies Model (13) in which {(u", v,,)} 

is strictly stationary, {u,,} obeys the strong law of large numbers and 

u" and v" satisfy (11). The following theorem results immediately 

from Lemma 1: 

Theorem 3. Suppose that Assumptions l' through 4 and C are satisfied. 

The semi-vehicle-actuated traffic light queue has a unique limiting 

distribution independent of any initial distribution, if 
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(55) ).T<E{H(gn)}+P, 

where H(·) is the renewal function of departure head ways and is given 

by (16). 

This theorem gives a sufficient condition under which the quite 

general semi·vehicle·actuated traffic light queue has a limiting distri

bution. Suppose temporarily that the conventional assumption on 

departure headways is satisfied. Let /,,, and i;n (n=O, 1,2, ... ) be the 

starting delay and the residual useful life in the nth cycle. Then in 

the same way as in (18), 

E{H(g .. )} = E{[gn+i; .. -l,,]+}/m-l, 

where [. ]+=max {., O}. Therefore, (55) reduces to 

).mT<E{[g .. +i;,,-I,,]+}-·(I-p)m. 

To maintain generality of the control algorithm of the traffic light, 

the arrival process on the minor road and so on, only one Assumption 

I' has been made for them. As an example which satisfies Assump

tion 1', consider a queue of vehicles in front of a pedestrian crossing 

controlled by a traffic light with detectors or push-buttons for arriving 

pedestrians. The control algorithm is: 

5. The traffic light stays red for a fixed length r and turns green. 

It turns red at fixed time a (;:::0) after any pedestrian arrives at the 

pedestrian crossing. 

Moreover the following reasonable assumption is made: 

6. Pedestrians arrive in groups at the pedestrian crossing. The inter

arrival times of successive groups are m.i.i.d.r.v.s. with d.f. G and 

positive mean ft. The queue of pedestrians discharges a.s. during 

one red period. 

Suppose that :the first group of pedestrians arrives at time (-a). Then 

the Oth cycle begins at time zero and each green period is composed 

of one residual useful life for interarrival times of pedestrians and one 

time interval of fixed length a. This implies that Assumption I' is 

satisfied. Denote by R(·) the renewal function of interarrival times: 

that is, for x;::: 0, 
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00 

(56) R(x)== ~ Gk(X) , 
k=l 

where Gk(X) is the k-fold convolution of G(x) with itselL Clearly, 

(57) T=,u{l+R(a+r)}. 

Moreover, for x<a, Pr {g,,:::;;x}=O and for x~a, 

Consequently 

Pr {g,,:::;;x}=G(r+x)-G(a+rH ~l ~:+T {G(r+x-y) 

-G(a+r-y)}dGk(Y) 
(a+T 

=G(r+xH Jo G(r+x-y)dR(y)-R(a+r). 

(58) E{H(g,,)} = ~~ H(x)dG(r+xH ~:+r[ H(x) 

xdG(r+x-y)dR(y). 

From Theorem 3, (57) and (58) it follows that if 

A,u{l+R(a+r)}<p+ [H(X)dG(r+X) 

+ ~:+T[ H(x)dG(r+x-y)dR(y), 

then the queue of vehicles in front of the pedestrian crossing has a 

unique limiting distribution, where H(x) and R(x) are given by (16) 

and (56), respectively. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

The queue of vehicles in the straight-through lane at the inter

section controlled by a fixed-cycle or a semi-vehicle-actuated traffic 

light is discussed throughout in this paper. If g or g .. is interpreted 

as the length of the nth effective green period and if departure head

ways of vehicles turning right or left satisfy Assumption 3, then all 

theorems in this paper remain valid for the queue of vehicles turning 

right or left. Besides, with most vehicle-actuated traffic lights, maxi

mum vehicle-extension periods are predetermined in order to prevent 

vehicles on intersecting roads from waiting indefinitely. Consequently, 
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vehicle-actuated traffic lights in effect become fixed-cycle ones, if the 

traffic is fairly heavy on all phases (see Webster and Cobbe [33]). 

Thus, Theorems 1 and 2 remain valid for the vehicle-actuated traffic 

light queue, if y and T are interpreted as lengths of the maximum 

green period and the maximum cycle. Those conditions shown in 

Theorems 1 through 3 may be essential for design of signalized inter

sections. 

Consider an intersection with] approaches which is controlled by 

a fixed-cycle traffic light. Suppose that vehicles arriving on all ap

proaches satisfy assumptions in Theorem 2. Then from Theorem 2, 

the queue of vehicles on the jth approach has a stationary distribution, 

if and only if 

1> AJ T/{Hj(YJ)+ PJ} 

where suffix j refers to vehicles on the jth approach. Hence if and 

only if 

then all queues at the intersection have stationary distributions; that 

is, the intersection is undersaturated. Some relations between the 

above condition and optimal signal settings are shown in [26] and 

[27]. 

In Theorems 1 and 3, departure head ways are assumed to be a.s. 

greater than a positive number. This assumption is not essential and 

can be dropped. 
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